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Michel Chaloux
I have been involved with German shepherd dog all my life. My father registered our kennel with the
Canadian kennel Club in 1955, the year I was born in Montreal, Canada.
Our breeding programs include German, American and Canadian bloodlines and we have bred to a number of
the tops dogs from Germany, USA and Canada. We were involved for many years starting in 1970 with the
Quebec branch of the North America Schutzhund Association (NASA).
I’m a retired registered pharmacist, graduated from Montreal University in 1980.
My interest in GSD was in handling dogs, finishing my first champion in July 1970 at the GSDC of Ottawa
specialty show. I was the owner-handler of the first Canadian National Futurity Victor in 1974, in 1981
handled the Canadian Grand-Victor and finished him in USA the same year. At the same National in 1981, my
own bitch (owner-handled) finished her Championship and went on to WB and Select #3 (AOM).
I attended my first Canadian National for GSD in 1967 and my first US National for GSD in 1968.
In my handling career, I have finished more than 100 champions including 10 select titles (AOM) at the
Canadian National. I won multiple B.I.S.S. and multiple group wins at some of the most prestigious all-breeds
shows in Canada. I had the privilege to handle some of the top German Shepherds Dogs in Canada.
I’m presently a CKC conformation judge for Sporting), Working and Herding group. I’m also approved to
judge B.I.S. I received my license to judge GSD in 1993 and have judged multiple specialty shows, Regional
and National Futurity shows and all-breeds shows in Canada, USA and Mexico.
It was a privilege to judge the “three (3) GSD Nationals” in North-America: USA National in 2002, 2008 and
2014, Mexican National in 2003 and Canadian National in 1999, 2005 and this year in September 2017
We are presently showing a young Am. Ch. and Can. GCh. “Falco” a NSDTR in the all-breed ring and in
agility. He is currently a top Sporting dog in Canada.
I judged the Groups level and BIS in USA, Canada, Mexico and Australia
I’m a bilingual person, speaking and writing French and English. My mother tongue is French.

